




A Perspective on“the Controversy on the Science of  Education” 












　　There was an argument that Durkheim’s education theory had been ignored in Post 
-War Education in Japan. Isao Kurosaki and Natsuyo Seida regarded “the Controversy on 
the Science of Education” developed in the 1950’s as the remote cause. Although 
Durkheim’s education theory was widely noticed in those days, it was not necessarily un-
derstood in “the Controversy on the Science of Education “ which centered around the re-
lationship between educational practice and science of education. The reason is that 
Durkheim’s theory conceptually distinguishsed between “science of education” and “peda-
gogy”, and moreover, he thought that “educational practice” is a part of pedagogy.  With 
the development of plural society, “Durkheim Renaissance” is advocated again. I think 
that it is necessary  to reexamine “the Controversy on the Science of Education ”. 
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